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Where Is Your Reflection 

An exercise to find the root of our fears, guilt and shame.  
 
All of our experiences have led us to have perceptions of the world around 
us. When our brains originally attached to these experiences, it created 
neural pathways and certain chemical combinations in the brain. The body, 
when it received those chemicals, learned about emotions. The body 
decided if it liked it or not and the brain solidified its perceptions of those 
experiences.  
 
These perceptions we carry trigger all sorts of varying chemical responses. 
Those responses we have help these perceptions, or stories we tell 
ourselves, get deeply embedded within us. All of these are associated with 
emotions. Our brain knows, and has stored, everything we’ve experienced. 
When new experiences are connected with old ones, perceptions can 
define our response. Those original chemical combinations will get 
produced again and the original emotions get associated with the new 
experience. This is a process that the body uses to keep us safe.  

 
Our perceptions essentially 
try to predict the future. Our 
brains then chemically 
remind us of the subsequent 
feelings we had in the past. 
The problem here is that 
many of those perceptions 
took root when we were very 
young. Today however we 

will very likely approach difficulties in our lives very differently than we did 
when those perceptions were being built. 
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Through this exercise we will trace back the story we tell ourself about a 
situation that frustrates us. That story we are telling ourselves, I can almost 
guarantee, is 100% made up. That story is coming from a perception that 
we built long ago. We can almost always logically disprove these stories, 
but disproving them alone does not help us release them. Actually soley 
disproving them can often cause an even greater frustration, and lead to 
personal judgment.  
 
After finding a frustrating situation we will then ask ourselves a series of 
questions to help us trace this story back to ourselves. This could bring up 
either associations we have related to it or direct judgements we are 
placing on ourselves. It is often the case that we externalize our frustration 
in order to continue protecting ourselves from our own feelings.  
 
Exercises like this take time to adopt. If you are new too some of these 
ideas go through these steps, almost superficially at first. In effect you will 
introduce this sort of awareness to yourself slowly. Things like this are 
about stepping out of our comfort zone, and we have our whole lives ahead 
of us to face how we are perceiving the world around us. Little by little we 
will begin to see past these stories and open up to our own unconditional 
love for ourselves.  
 
Read through this completely first. Then, the next time you get irritated, 
begin to ask some of these questions. Questions will need to be adjusted 
slightly for your scenario but remember, it is always going to lead back to 
you. If your questioning leads you to place any blame, you have allowed 
your mind (fears, guilt, shame) to trick you. 
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1. Think of the last time you got irritated at someone. This could have 
been directed at your boss, a co-worker, significant other, ect. It might 
be something trivial, something that usually doesn’t get you upset or 
something that can set you off easily. It is important to not look at those 
times where you are upset at yourself, those are simply about your ego, or your 
thoughts of the thoughts of others. Here we are looking outside of us to see 
inside of us. 

 
2. Go back in your thoughts to the moments before you felt irritated. 

Can you spot where the irritation began? What was said or done to 
initiate that? Where in your body did the irritation flair up? It is often 
the case that we might feel a resistance, or tightness, in our gut, 
chest or anywhere physically. Did that exist? 

 
3. Now that you have the launching pad of the incident in mind, let’s find 

the story we are associating with it. 
 

a. Why did the person do what they did in the manner they 
did it? It is important to make the judgments you made initially 
here. This question is to find the blame.  

 
b. What is your story as to why, what happened, happened? 

Here the answer will relate to the first question we asked but we 
are looking to find where we are making assumptions 

 
c. What does this story mean to you? This could be “They are 

talking down to me” or “They think they are better than me” or 
“They do not pay attention” It could be anything that answers 
the story we tell ourselves more than the incident in question. 
Your words here are important. “Talking down to me” and 
“Thinking they are better” are not equal here. It may seem like 
they could be interchangeable but again, what does this story 
mean to YOU?  
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d. The meaning of this story will give you the topic, or theme, of 

your anger. Finding this will cause that tightness, or resistance, 
from #2 to emerge. What is happening is energetic beliefs are 
meeting physical beliefs, and they are at odds. Energetically 
you are perfect and connected to all things, physically we feel 
flawed and seperate. 

 
4. Now feel this imbalance and resistance but try not to follow the 

stories that may come up to increase it. Take a few deep breaths 
now, in through the nose, out through the mouth. Remember, 
everything is neutral. The purpose, or story you tell yourself, for the 
incident does not matter. The only reason you're experiencing it 
negatively is because there is something you attach to this story that 
is keeping you from loving yourself. You are the only one that holds 
responsibility for what you are experiencing. 

 
5. Look at the incident again after taking a few deep breaths. This time 

take a step back and only look at the topic of the incident you 
experienced. This is the point in the exercise where we look at 
ourselves. There is no more other person here, it is all about us now. 
Why does this topic or theme upset you? Then you can ask a few 
questions to find this imbalance between your energetic self and 
physical self. The questions you will want to ask are going to have to 
do with where the theme exists within you and about you.  

 
a. If your theme is, “They spoke down to me” we have to ask 

“Where in my life am I speaking down to myself?” 
 

b. If your theme is “They are not paying attention” We have to ask 
ourselves “Where am I not paying attention to myself or my 
needs?” *You may also want to look at the subject, the thing the 
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person that was not paying attention to, it may hold a key to this 
line of questioning. 

 
c. If your theme is “I felt disrespected” ask yourself “How am I 

disrespecting myself?” 
 

6. Simply looking at these questions will give you a flood of ideas that 
you will have related this same story to in the past. You can now look 
into those a bit deeper and you will probably be able to see 
something in common. The questions here are fairly simple. 

a. Am I scared? 
b. Am I guilty? 
c. Am I ashamed? 

 
This is going to raise some questions to the surface. It is very likely that 
many questions will come up. The nice thing is that they are only for us. 
Nobody else has our answers.  
 
There are a number of other things you can do to help integrate these new 
thought patterns. You can start journaling, maybe do more nice things for 
others, focus on the positive qualities of learning through a challenge. The 
reality is that none of those things matter. The reason is because by seeing 
yourself in this new way you heal. You will naturally find that gratitude is 
more abundant. Random acts of kindness will flow without you even 
thinking about it. Blame and complaints will fall away if they raise at all. 
Growth always happens slower than we want it to but the sooner you begin 
to see yourself in everything around you the soon you will be loving 
yourself more and more every day.  
 
You will no longer feel the need to avoid feeling upset because these tools 
will use your feelings to bring you closer to yourself. This is unconditional 
love, and it is all for you. It doesn’t come from your partner, your parents or 
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friends. The root of unconditional love is within you. This is where all 
unconditional love stems and emerges from.  
 
Wish you all the best in your journey. Feel free to reach out to us if you 
have any questions or would like some personal guidance. MartinJon is 
always taking new clients and open to speaking engagements. 
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